Are your cats’ safety and
health threatened by:
●

Neighbourhood bullies?

●

Busy roads or wild woodland?

●

Straying too far, or getting trapped?

●

Contracting diseases or harbouring parasites?

The elegant and
compassionate way
to keep your
treasured cat in . . .

Do you want to give your cat the freedom
of your garden but not beyond?

Now, there is a simple but
effective solution!

This innovative fencing system allows
you to secure your garden elegantly and
compassionately, confining your cat’s
wanderings to the relative safety of your
own garden.

Katzecure is an innovative extension piece that
can easily be fitted to existing garden fences
and walls.
Katzecure works by positioning two wooden
or plastic poles onto existing, or new, garden
fences or walls. The poles work by rotating
when touched, denying cats the necessary grip
to attempt climbing over the fence. This simple
mechanism prevents the cat from gaining the
“pawhold” it needs to scale and jump over.

This is not as impossible as it sounds, nor
indeed costly.
We can supply estimates based on pictures
and measurements emailed to us or by
carrying out a garden survey. We offer an
installation service. To maintain high quality
standards, we do not use independent
installers. The Katzecure system is also
available to purchase as a DIY kit for
self-installation by customers

Call now to find out more.

Katzecure Services Limited
Unit 11, Lapthorne Industrial Estate, Totnes Road
Ipplepen, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 5TN
Phone: 0800 345 7003 or 01403 891 828
E-mail: information@katzecure.com
For more information visit:

www.katzecure.com

. . . or your garden
gremlins out!

Katzecure . . .

secure from invading . . .
. . . cure for straying

Secure from bullies?

Secure from straying?

Katzecure offers a number of different installation
options, depending on the degree of containment
required and the agility level of the cat. With the
choice of wooden or plastic poles, the Double
Pole System is recommended for most breeds,
offering extra security for the more agile and
adventurous cat – both those trying to get out and
those trying to get into your garden.

Your cat’s potential bullies come in all shapes and
sizes, other cats (especially un-neutered marauding
ferals), unfriendly dogs, foxes, and garden loving
neighbours who regard cats as pests.

Don’t be afraid to let your cat enjoy the
security of your garden. With Katzecure
protection you can keep these dangers at bay.

Secure from traffic?
Road traffic accidents are the number one killer of
cats. They are particularly vulnerable at night, when
they are easily dazzled by headlights. Even cats
out and about during daylight hours, are prone to
running blindly across the road in front of oncoming
traffic. Some cats in urban areas do become
streetwise and learn to avoid traffic, but many
thousands more do not.

Don’t let your cat be one of them.
Keep them secure in your garden with
Katzecure protection.

An explanation
of the Katzecure
mounting schemes . . .

Containing cats has many advantages. Statistics show
that on average restricted cats live longer than those
allowed to roam at will.
Road traffic accidents, violent encounters with dogs,
becoming locked in outhouses, territorial fights are
just a few unpleasant events that can be avoided.
Also, cats that socialise with others outside their
family have more chance of exposure to AIDS
and parasites.

Katzecure offers your cat the protection it
needs from today’s dangerous world.

Our solution is . . .
● Humane. Does not hurt cats.
● Elegant. Unobtrusively fits in with your garden
surroundings.
● Flexible. Adaptable to any garden configuration
(trees, sheds, storage passageways, etc).
● Comprehensive. All gardens may be surveyed and a
bespoke design agreed.
Variety of mounting systems (on top, internal, staggered).
Fits to different types of fencing and walls.

No one knows a cat like its owner!

Once installed, the
Katzecure system
needs very little
maintenance and can
be removed and taken
with you if you decide
to move house.

